Memory modulation by weak synchronous deep brain stimulation: a pilot study.
Zero-lag phase synchronization of EEG activity has been reported to be a central mechanism accompanying long-term memory formation. In this pilot study, we examined the effects of synchronous low-amplitude stimulation of the rhinal cortex and the hippocampus in eleven temporal lobe epilepsy patients. The impact of in-phase stimulation (zero lag) on long-term memory encoding of words was contrasted with anti-phase (180° phase lag) and sham stimulation. We hypothesized more correctly remembered words for the in-phase compared to the sham condition and fewer correctly remembered words for the anti-phase vs. the sham condition. Indeed, we observed a trend for a linear condition effect for correctly remembered words, which is in accordance to our prediction (in-phase > sham > anti-phase). This finding suggests that even weak synchronous deep brain stimulation of rhinal cortex and hippocampus may modulate memory performance, while clear evidence for an enhancement of memory by this kind of deep brain simulation is still lacking.